Demo Overview: Fully Decentralised Authentication Scheme for ICN in Disaster Scenarios (Demonstration on Mobile Terminals)
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ABSTRACT
Self-certifying names provide the property that any entity in a distributed system can verify the binding between a corresponding public key and the self-certifying name without relying on a trusted third party. This is normally achieved by basing the self-certifying name (in some way) on the pre-image resistant hash of the corresponding public key. Self-certifying names are very useful for addressing the security requirements in Information Centric Networking (ICN) architectures: Any source can append a public key and a digital signature (computed with the corresponding private key) to a data item which belongs to a self-certifying name, and any intermediate entity (e.g., an ICN-router/Cache) or any receiving entity (i.e., the issuer of an interest for the self-certifying name) can verify the signature with the received public key. The binding between public key and self-certifying name can be verified by anybody, without relying on a trusted third party. However, self-certifying names lack a binding with a so-called Real-World Identity (RWI) [4]: While the concept enables to verify that whoever signed some data was in possession of the private key associated with the self-certifying name, it does not provide any means to verify what real-world identity corresponds to the public/private key pair, i.e., who actually signed the data [4].

In this demonstration, we present our prototype implementation of a concrete mechanism we have proposed previously [5] for using a Web-of-Trust (WoT) in conjunction with self-certifying names to provide precisely this RWI-binding. We consider a decentralised scenario: fragmented (mobile) networks, where connectivity to centralized authentication entities and WoT key-servers is not available. Our approach enables a particular functionality in this scenario: The assessment of messages from previously unknown publishers. Figure 1: Mobile Network after Disaster with Fragmented Networks [5].
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disaster-related information (e.g. notifications from authorities, or critical rescue information to and among citizens) over the remaining functional parts of the communication infrastructure. One can assume that users (or rescue teams) can move among several of the fragmented network ‘islands’ over time, connecting each time to any functional network equipment in each ‘visited’ fragmented network. Given such a setting, decentralised authentication is challenging: In mobile networks, users are authenticated via central entities. Another challenge is the decentralised authentication of content retrieved from the network. Independent of the network being fixed or mobile, data origin authentication of content retrieved from the network is challenging when being ‘offline’, i.e. disconnected from servers of a security infrastructure such as a PKI [2].

Figure 1 [5] shows an example scenario of a mobile network after a disaster. Connectivity to the backbone or the Internet is broken, but certain parts of a mobile network infrastructure, e.g. base stations, are functional, forming small fragmented sub-networks. User A is in a different fragment than user X. Rescue teams (R) are moving across different network fragments, and may transport messages from one disconnected sub-network to another one in a DTN-like routing/forwarding fashion.

3. HIGH-LEVEL OVERVIEW OF SCHEME

We have proposed a detailed scheme for decentralised message authentication in ICN in a previous publication [5]. Here we summarize our scheme on a very high level; we refer the reader to our previous publication [5] for a detailed description and analysis of our scheme. Our scheme is based on a Web-of-Trust (WoT). In particular, a so-called ‘WoT file’ (which can be retrieved from a WoT keyserver before the disaster takes place) is being used by terminals. This file contains the verified certificate graph for the whole WoT in a compressed, machine-readable format. Terminals thus have the complete trust relationships within the WoT at their disposal, in the form of a ‘WoT-graph’ stored in a file.

The binding between self-certifying ICN names and a Web-of-Trust is achieved as follows (see [5] for a detailed naming scheme and message flow): The WoT key-ID is equivalent to the self-certifying name part used in the ICN naming scheme. This ties the self-certifying name with the ID of the correct public key in the WoT, and thus transitively with the RWI in the WoT (e.g. an email address of a user). When information is received as a response to a given request (‘Interest’ in CCNx jargon) for a certain name (which in ICN usually represents the publisher of the name in some form), a distributed Breadth First Search (dBFS) algorithm is executed on the WoT-graph to find certificate chains between the initiator of the request and the publisher of the content. Depending on a trust metric (see Section 4 for some examples) that is applied on the result of the dBFS algorithm, the information received is regarded as trustworthy or not by the initiator of the request.

4. DEMONSTRATION OUTLINE

The use case the demonstration will show is Assessing Warnings (compare Fig. 1): A member of a mobile rescue team, R, is retrieving messages from citizens that publish warnings or other important information under a given name in a content-oriented architecture. R is disconnected from any central server or authentication infrastructure (i.e. R is ‘offline’), so R needs to assess the trustworthiness of messages from unknown parties (e.g. X, Y), in order to decide whether to react immediately on a given message, or which messages to forward to authorities at the next encounter of a new fragmented network. Note that the same use case occurs when R is not a member of a rescue team but an average user: Still assessment of information retrieved which has been published by potentially unknown parties is necessary. The demonstration will show how our scheme actually performs—for addressing the use case described above—in a completely decentralised fashion, i.e. running solely on terminals without any help from infrastructure nodes. It will exemplify how the computation of several trust metrics scales with increasing WoT sizes, and how the scheme actually performs on common smartphones/tablets (depending on WoT-size and concrete trust metric, which both can be selected by the user of the demo).

To evaluate our approach on realistic large-scale WoT-files, we developed a methodology to synthesise WoT-graphs of arbitrary size that maintain several key graph theoretic properties as prevalent in the PGP Web-of-Trust. We implemented this WoT-model in the JAVA-based Graph-Theoretic Analysis Framework GTNA [1], such that WoT-graphs with arbitrary size can be generated that conform to degree distribution, path length distribution, and other key graph-theoretic properties as found in existing small-size PGP-graphs. Also, we implemented a dBFS-algorithm in GTNA for finding certificate chains on WoT-graphs. Furthermore, we implemented several trust metrics (a user-defined threshold for each metric decides whether a given WoT-node will be regarded as trustworthy or not): a) shortest certificate chain found, b) number of certificate chains found with maximum length, c) weighted certificate chain based on centrality-degree of intermediate nodes in the WoT-graph.

The demonstration will feature an Android-based terminal on which artificially-generated large-scale Web-of-Trust graphs will have been pre-loaded in the form of ‘WoT files’. The terminal executes our implementation of the scheme on a given WoT-graph. In the demo, the user can choose among various trust metrics and parameters, as well as the WoT network size. Then, a publisher and retriever of information are randomly chosen from the WoT-graph; algorithm-execution, time, and other performance indicators are visualised to the user. The user can thus get a feeling of how the scheme actually performs (i.e. how much time it takes) on real devices depending on WoT-size and trust metric.
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